
Eco Log gets new CEO and strengthens management 

Daniel Bonna takes over as CEO of Eco Log Group, succeeding Niklas Jonsson, who has been interim 

CEO for just over a year. The management team also receives another addition in Sverre Trygg, 

who will be chief restructuring officer, with special responsibility for driving the necessary change 

processes. Both Daniel and Sverre previously come from Lazarus Industriförvaltning AB, which is 

the new main owner of Eco Log Group. 

- We would like to thank Niklas who, during a transition period, has been involved in piloting 

the company during a difficult time with component shortages and the aftermath of the 

pandemic. Now a proper new start is needed to handle the company's short-term challenges 

and to take advantage of the good opportunities that exist to strengthen Eco Log's position in 

the long term, says Martin Alsander, board member of Eco Log Group.  

The financial reorganization that Eco Log Sweden AB is undergoing is proceeding according to plan.  

- It feels great to work with a leading company in its industry with so much expertise and with 

fantastic forest machines that are also in demand. The company has taken some decisive 

measures and the reorganization is progressing. More liquidity-strengthening changes will be 

implemented in the short term and in the longer term we see that the company will be 

strong and stable, says Daniel Bonna CEO Eco Log Group. 

Lazarus is an investment company specialized in reversing the development of companies in 

vulnerable situations. By combining access to capital with operational experience of change 

management, the goal is to strengthen Eco Log's position and offering going forward. Lazarus already 

owns companies such as Eurosteel Nybro AB, AH Automation AB, Stockholm Repair Yard AB and 

other manufacturing industrial companies. 

 

For more information, or comments contact the press hotline; 

+46 70 811 98 04 

 

 

 


